The symmetric relaxation of nine shells of host atoms around the tetrahedral interstitial Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni impurities in silicon are predicted from the self-consistent charge-density displacement and a hostcrystal force field. A unique relaxation pattern is predicted (first shell moves out, second shell moves in) yielding an unusual molecular species: an approximately tenfold-coordinated transition metal. It is explained in terms of the nature of the transition-metal silicide bond. 
Having highly localized 1 orbitals unmatched by the sp bonded host crystal, they form deep impurity states that couple literally to thousands of host bands3 and, in sharp contrast to isolated TM ions, they can sustain a multitude of stable spin and charge states in a relatively narrow energy range2 4 (the Si band gap). This is accomplished without forming ionic bonds, but rather through an intra-atomic population inversion s d" 0" + and a polarization of the valence band. 3 The ability of these impurities to accomodate themselves electronically to the host crystal (electrical self-regulating response4) despite profound chemical dissimilarities to Si, raises the question of their ability to accomodate themselves structurally (lattice relaxation).
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies'2 suggest that under normal preparation conditions most TM impurities occupy in Si the tetrahedral interstitial sites (coordination number of four), preserving the cubic symmetry of the host crystal (i.e. , no symmetry breaking static Jahn-Teller distortions). Symmetry-conserving distortions (i.e. , breathing mode) were not studied experimentally.
In this Rapid Communication we report the first theoretical prediction of lattice relaxation around interstitial TM impurities in a semiconductor, Previous calculations on TMinduced relaxation were specialized to ionic solids' and were based on wave-functionless models with phenomenological pair potentials.
We have calculated self-consistently the We evaluate the restoring force Fo of the pure host from an accurate force field fitted to the phonon spectra. 7 Hence, in this anharmonic model we assume that the forces inducing the displacements are short ranged but that the displacements can extend to a large range. Since an interstitial TM forms weak directional bonds which did not exist in the unperturbed host crystal, the charge anisotropy produces for all TM forces which tend to shorten (stabilize) the bonds. In contrast, substitutional TM impurities disrupt the directed covalency which existed in the unperturbed crysta13 by replacing a Si atom with an element that is less able to bond to Si. The charge anisotropy hence tends to increase (destabilize) the bonds, causing an overall outward relaxation both for the 1NN and the 2NN shells.
